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Bestselling read

Cheer the
return of
Amanda
Byram

Never judge a
Stephen King
book by its cover
Look at that cover. Doesn’t exactly
scream ‘Read me by the pool on
your summer holiday’, does it? But
if any author’s guaranteed to up
your heart rate while you suck back
cocktails on a sun lounger, it’s
Stephen King. In the first of two
eagerly anticipated 2014 books
by the horror writer, King delivers
his first detective novel, in which
a retired cop is haunted by a case
that saw a lone killer plough his
car into crowds at a fair. Expect
page-turning suspense, jawdropping twists and all the addictive
brilliance of a classic Stephen King.

Contains
no evil
clowns

07
Jesus complex

Find out if Lily Allen’s found God
Calling a comeback album Sheezus is
down to one of two things: a shock tactic
to get yourself noticed, or an attempt to

buddy up with God. We gave Lily Allen’s
album an airing to see if she’s trying to
secure a place inside the pearly gates…

Godly Lily

“Be nice to
me, I’ll
make you
one of my
disciples”

“Periods,
periods,
we all get
periods”
Mortal Lily
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“I am born
again, run
along and tell
all of your
friends”

“Come meet
me in the sky,
I’ll be waiting
for you”

“My man is a
bad mother
fucker”
Album duration

JUNE 2014

“My life
had lost its
meaning, but
you saved
me from
myself”

“I don’t
give a fuck
about your
“Staying home
Instagram,
with you is
your lovely
better than
house or your
sticking things
ugly kids”
up my nose”

Chainmail
is so hot
right now

It was a sad day
in veg-out TV
history when the big
red balls of Total
Wipeout were finally
deflated in 2012.
Watching cashhungry lunatics
getting punched
in the plums by
pneumatic boxing
gloves, crawling
through stinking
mud and careering
spectacularly off
claret spherical
deathtraps was
ideal set-brain-tostupid telly. It wasn’t
big. It wasn’t hard,
and it wasn’t clever.
But it was exactly
what a man needed
for 60 minutes each
and every weekend.
In fact, there was
only one reason you
needed to keep a
part of your grey
matter firing: to
witness the
supremely hot Irish
model-turnedpresenter Amanda
Byram. But there’s
no need to rouse
yourself from your
vegetative sofa
state just yet. The
queen of comfort
TV returns this
month in RV
Rampage – a show
that pitches five
couples against
each other in
adrenaline-fuelled
challenges, all
while driving
motorhomes around
New Zealand. It
sounds utterly
stupid. Or insanely
brilliant. Possibly
both. But if
anything’s certain,
it’s that Amanda
will make everything
OK again.
RV Rampage
starts on 26 May
at 9pm on Travel
Channel (Freeview
42, Sky 252)
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